Elaborating risk management plans in Slagelse Municipality

Merete Hvid Dalnæs

BASE Training Course 28-31 October 2015:
the selection by the Floods Directive
Risk and hazard maps
Reflections on risk management plans

- In Slagelse we have worked with flood risk since a large flood 1st-2nd November 2006.

- Therefore, we were perhaps further than the other Danish municipalities.

- Our priority were not spending so much effort on the plan since we had already done us ideas about flood risks in Korsør.
Experience with the risk management plans

- We got a good guidance from the state as we kept closely to

- We got many (too many) cards from the state.

- The large amount of cards meant that we had to choose which cards we would relate to. It was a tough selection.

- Our recommendations for the next planning period is to give us in the municipalities peace to work to work with the plans instead of creating new plans
Our goal for the plan period

- Identify solution options for area 4

- Fire and rescue services is continuously working to optimize their efforts

- Our Sewage and supply company supply plans continuously moving installations up and away from flood risk and ensure sewer outfall.
Coastal Protection Act

- In Denmark coastal protection is a private matter
- By laws it is prohibited for both state and local governments to pay for coastal protection of private houses
- If you benefit from a coastal protection system you must pay for the advantage it gives you
Halsskov (area 1, 2 og 3)

- Dialogue with property owners since autumn 2013
- Development of draft project
- The cases are promoted by the City Council
- Appealed in area 1 + 2
- In area 3, we are working on with the sketch project
- We are working on a meeting with all property owners in area 3 in January 2016

- Long long dialogue between engineers, property owners and coastal
Korsør city: Area 4

- The most vulnerable area
- about 460 properties
- commercial life
- Municipal buildings and features
- Naval Base
- The port
- SK-supply
- Early sewer renovation / adaptation starting 2017-2020
- Estimates for protection by dikes 10 million kr
Communication